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“Pure drawing is
an abstraction. Line
and modeling do not
count; drawing and
outline are not distinct,
since everything in
nature has color…By
the very fact of painting, one draws. The
accuracy of tone gives
simultaneously the light
and shape of the object,
and the more harmonious the color, the
more the drawing
becomes precise…”
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So, today I went to the

When I was growing up,
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my parents and my grand-

I think in our busy lives

parents always had art books

it

on the coffee table. I used to

importance of art and beauty.

kneel down and drag one over

Because it can only add subtly

to me, then lift that heavy cover
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and carefully turn the pages.

to justify taking the time to
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browse through an art book.

recognize the different styles:

But the reward is great – art,

Gauguin, Picasso, Renoir, Van

like music and literature, gives
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for

familiar styles or
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particular paintings. And I can
remember how, by looking at
this art work, I was filling some
sort of visual need I must have
– as if they were giving me
information I couldn’t explain
yet could understand.
As I was writing this, I
asked

the

Albany

Library

branch manager, Ronnie Davis,
if she ever took the time to look
through the art books. Yes, she
told me, I do. And, she added,
she used to take the books
home and put them on the
coffee table, so her children
would be exposed to art.
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